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BOOKLIST 202 

NON-FICTION 
AGRICULTURE 

 

1. FORTI (John) The heirloom gardener : traditional plants and skills for the modern world [264 p.] N050578 

  D/635 (FOR) 

 
A celebration of gardening as a craft, detailing the plants, lore and traditional practices that link us with the environment 
and with each other.  

   

ARCHITECTURE 

 

2. ASLET (Clive) The story of the country house [x, 246 p.] N049310 D/728.8 (ASL) 

 An authoritative and vivid account of the British country house. 

   

3. MEARA (David) A passion for places: England through the eyes of John Betjeman [96 p.] N050571 

  D/726.5 (MEA) 

 
Poet John Betjeman had a life-long love of churches and he wrote extensively about them and architecture. This book 
selects some of the buildings, in particular churches, which he was fond of and provides the reader with a gazetteer 
and commentary on his own vision of England and architecture.  

   

4. SLESSOR (Catherine) Lambeth Palace Library [114 p.] TS004475 LD/727 (WRI) 

 The building of the new library at Lambeth Place by the architects Wright & Wright. 

   

ART, GENERAL 

 

5. PENNER (Barbara) Extinct : a compendium of obsolete objects [390 p.] N050563 D/745.2 (PEN) 

 
A collection of curious, half-remembered objects from an exceptional range of designers which evoke a future that 
never came to be. 

   

ASTRONOMY 

   

6. TASKER (Elizabeth) The planet factory : exoplanets and the search for a second earth [352 p.] N048681 

  D/523.2 (TAS) 

 
One of the fastest growing fields in astronomy is the search for planets outside the Solar System. This book tells the 
story of these exoplanets.  

   

BIOCHEMISTRY 

 

7. MARKEL (Howard) The secret of life : Rosalind Franklin, James Watson, Francis Crick, and the discovery of 

 DNA’s double helix [[12], 564 p.] N051018 D/572.8 (MAR) 

 An authoritative account of the race to unravel DNA’s structure and an evocative picture of Cambridge in the 1950s. 

   

BUILDINGS 

 

8. ZIMINSKI (Andrew) The stonemason : a history of building Britain [xx, 316 p.] N049297 D/693 (ZIM) 

 
A very personal history of how Britain was built written by Adam Ziminski, who, in his thirty year career, has worked on 
many of our greatest monuments.  

  

 COMMERCE 

 

9. BOLAND (Louise) Bookshop tours of Britain [272 p.] N049269 D/381.4 (BOL) 

 These eighteen routes take you on a tour of Britain from bookshop to bookshop. 
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10 FRIEDRICHS (Horst A.) Bookstores : a celebration of independent booksellers [256 p.] N049277 

  DQ/381.4 (FRIE) 

 Renowned photographer Horst A. Friedrichs captures the style and mood of almost fifty bookstores across the world. 

   

11 STRAUSS (Marianne Julia) Do you read me? : bookstores around the world [272 p.] N049273 

  D/381.4 (STR) 

 A selection of bookstores from around the world. 

   

COOKERY 

 

12 BALLS (Ed) Appetite : a memoir in recipes of family and food [[10], 326 p.] N050643 D/641.5092 (BAL) 

 
In this memoir with a twist, each chapter a recipe that tells a story providing a celebration of love, family and really good 
food.  

   

COSTUME AND PERSONAL APPEARANCE 

 

13 SCHLŐGEL (Karl) The scent of empires : Chanel No. 5 and Red Moscow [x, 208 p.] N050374 

  D/391.6 (SCH) 

 
Piecing together the intertwined histories of these two perfumes, which shared a common origin, this is the story of 
power, intrigue and betrayal, offering a different perspective on the turbulent times of the twentieth century.  

   

ECONOMICS 

 

14 BURDER (Jessica) Nomadland : surviving America in the twenty-first century [xvii, 273 p.] N051152 

  D/331.3 (BUR) 

 
This is the story of the tens of thousands of mainly transient or older adults who have taken to the road in mobile homes 
to form a low cost pool of labour for the American economy. The inspiration behind the 2020 film. 

   

15 RHOADS (Steven E.) The economist’s view of the world : and the quest for well-being [xxii, 313 p.] N050595 

  D/338.9 (RHO) 

 
This classic was originally published in 1985 and was considered to be among the best introductions to the economic 
way of thinking. This 35th anniversary edition has been revised and updated to account for developments in the 
discipline as well as political and economic developments.  

   

ESPIONAGE 

 

16 HANNING (James) Love and deception : Philby in Beirut [[24], 408 p.] N045051 D/327.12 (HAN) 

 
This is the story of how Eleanor Brewer fell in love with journalist Kim Philby, who, unknown to her was under suspicion 
by the British and US intelligence services of having signed up to help the Russians fight Fascism in the 1930s and of 
remaining in their pay during the Cold War. This is a tale of friendship, politics, love and loyalty.  

   

HISTORY, BALKAN PENINSULA 

 

17 YPI (Lea) Free : coming of age at the end of history [x, 313 p.] N050154 D/949.65 (YPI) 

 An engrossing memoir from Lea Ypi who grew up in Albania, the last Stalinist outpost in Europe.  

   

HISTORY, BALTIC STATES 

 

18 EGREMONT (Max) The glass wall : lives on the Baltic frontier [xx, 300 p.] N049306 D/947.9 (EGR) 

 
Max Egremont reveals a fascinating history of the nations of the Baltic State by telling the stories of warriors and 
victims, philosophers, poets, artists, rebels and emperors and others who lived through years of turmoil and violence.  
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HISTORY, GERMANY 

 

19 KRŰGER (Horst) The broken house : growing up under Hitler [[8], 192 p.] N049319 D/943.086 (KRU) 

 A coming of age story and a portrait of life under the Nazis. Originally published in1966 it was reissued to great acclaim. 

   

HISTORY, GREAT BRITAIN 

 

20 ALDRICH (Richard J.) and Cormac (Rory) The secret Royals : spying and the Crown, from Victoria to Diana 

 [x, 726 p.] N049266 D/941.08 (ALD) 

 
The remarkable relationship between the Royal family and the intelligence community is told for the first time in this 
book. 

  

21 BRANDRETH (Gyles ) Philip : the final portrait : Elizabeth, and their marriage and their dynasty [x, 513 p.]  

 N050659 D/941.05 (PHI) 

 
This is an updated edition of the book originally published in 2004 which tells the story of two contrasting lives and 
assesses the character and achievements of the Duke of Edinburgh as well as his relationship with his family, the 
press, the public and those at court.  

   

22 BROWN (George Mackay) An Orkney tapestry [xxiv, 277 p.] N049278 D/941.1 (BRO) 

 
Originally published in 1969, this book is a unique look at Orkney through the eye of a poet. Re-issued in a new edition 
it is an important precursor of new environmental writings by such people as Robert MacFarlane and Amy Liptrot.  

   

23 CASTLE (Charles) The Duchess who dared [xiv, 287 p.] N045030 D/941.082 (MAR) 

 This book lifts the lid on the remarkable story of Margaret, Duchess of Argyll, whose divorce from the Duke of  

 Argyll was one of the longest, costliest and most notorious in British legal history.  

   

24 LOWNIE (Andrew) The Mountbattens [[6], 490 p.] N048685 D/941.082 (MOU) 

 
Based on over 100 interviews, research from archives and new information released under Freedom of Information 
requests, historian Andrew Lownie sheds new light on Dickie and Edwina Mountbatten. 

   

25 MITCHELL (Andrew) Beyond a fringe : tales from a reformed establishment lackey D/941.086 (MIT) 

 An entertaining memoir full of political anecdotes and insider gossip from the heart of Westminster.  

  

26 RIDLEY (Jane) George V : never a dull moment [[10], 559 p.] N049302 D/941.083 (GEO) 

 
George V had a lasting reputation for being dull despite navigating the country through a constitutional crisis, the First 
World War and through many other events. With unprecedented access to the archives, acclaimed royal biographer, 
Jane Ridley takes us into the royal palaces and reassesses the many myths associated with the man.  

   

27 WHEATCROFT (Geoffrey) Churchill’s shadow : an astonishing life and a dangerous legacy [xii, 624 p.] N049262 

  D/941.084 (WHE) 

 
This book takes a radically different approach to previous studies of Churchill. It focuses on key episodes in his life and 
tells the story of his life and his fascinating legacy. It gives credit to his achievements and reveals some failures too.  

   

28 WHITE (Jerry) The battle of London 1939-45 : endurance, heroism and frailty under fire D/942.1 (WHI) 

 [xvi, 425 p.] N049286  

 
A riveting social history of six tempestuous years when London was at war, drawing on diaries, letters, official records 
and local newspapers. 

   

HISTORY, USA 

 

29 HILL (Fiona) There is nothing for you here : finding opportunity in the twenty-first century [x, 422 p.] N050973 

  D/973.93 (HIL) 

 
Celebrated foreign policy expert, Fiona Hill, who between 2017 and 2019 served as deputy assistant to the President,  
draws on her personal journey out of poverty, as well as her perspective as a historian and policy maker, to share how 
hope can be returned to the future of America. 
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HISTORY, WEST INDIES 

 

30 GOTTLIEB (Karla Lewis) The mother of us all : a history of Queen Nanny leader of the Windward Jamaican 

 Maroons [xx, 122 p.] N050158 D/972.92 (NAN) 

 
An analysis of the importance of Queen Nanny, the great 18th century leader of the Windward or Eastern Jamaican 
Maroons, from cultural, military, historical and religious points of view.  

   

HISTORY, WORLD 

 

31 GRAEBER (David) and WENGROW (David) The dawn of everything : a new history of everything [xii, 692 p.]  

 N045059 D/909 (GRA) 

 
Drawing on new research in archaeology and anthropology this book will transform our understanding of the human 
past. 

   

HISTORY, WORLD WAR ONE 

 

32 MOORE (Wendy) Endell Street : the trailblazing women who ran World War One’s most remarkable military 

 hospital [[8], 376 p.] N050113  D/940.4 (MOO) 

 
This is the story of the military hospital in Covent Garden’s Endell Street which was set up during the First World War 
by the pioneering suffragette doctors and life partners, Flora Murray and Louisa Garrett Anderson. It was staffed 
entirely by women and this book illuminates the bravery of these under-celebrated women.  

   

HISTORY, WORLD WAR TWO 

 

33 ASHDOWN (Paddy) A brilliant little operation : the cockleshell heroes and the most courageous raid of WW2 

 [xxviii, 420 p.] N050575  D/940.54 (ASH) 

 
The definitive account of the 1942 “Cockleshell Raid” which was one of the most hazardous commando missions ever 
attempted.  

   

34 CRIPPA (Luca) and ONNIS (Maurizio) The Auschwitz photographer : based on the true story of Wilhelm Brasse 

 prisoner 3444 [xiv, 289 p.] N050652  D/940.53 (BRA) 

 
A trained portrait photographer, Auschwitz prisoner number 3444 Wilhelm Brasse, was ordered by the SS to record the 
inner workings of the camp.  When Soviet troops came to liberate the camp he refused SS orders to destroy the 
photographs. This is a story of horror, hope and courage. 

   

35 JAKU (Eddie) The happiest man on earth [[8], 195 p.] N045043 D/940.53 (JAK) 

 
A survivor of Buchenwald, Auschwitz and a Nazi death march, Eddie has written this memoir as he turns 100. Because 
he survived he made a promise to smile every day and despite everything he has endured he still believes he is “the 
happiest man alive”. 

   

36 SHENTON (Caroline) National treasures : saving the nation’s art in World War II  

  D/940.53 (SHE) 

 
This is the extraordinary story of the evacuation of the nation’s priceless treasures during the Second World War which 
was led by the men and women of London’s national galleries, museums and archives.  

   

LANGUAGE 

 

37 VIDEEN (Hana) The wordhord : daily life in old English [[8], 287 p.] N050101 D/429 (VID) 

 
A look at the roots of the language we use today, this  book gathers together words from Old English and explores the 
lives, beliefs and habits of the earliest English speakers. 
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LAW 

 

38 BASU (Shrabani) The mystery of the Parsee lawyer : Arthur Conan Doyle, George Edalji and the case of the 

 foreigner in the English village [xviii, 301 p.] N050647 D/345.42 (BAS) 

 

In the village of Great Wyrley near Birmingham, someone is sending threatening letters to the  vicar, Shahpur Edalji, 
who is a Parsi convert to Christianity and the first Indian to have a parish in England. His son George who has distinctly 
Indian features becomes a barrister. He is then linked to the crime. To help clear his name he enlists Arthur Conan 
Doyle, whose books he read in prison. This book looks at race, an unexpected friendship and the dangers of being 
foreign in a country built on Empire. 

   

39 WALLIS (Nick) The great Post Office scandal : the fight to expose a multimillion pound scandal which put  

 innocent people in jail [xvi, 527 p.] N045047  D/345 (WAL) 

 
Since 2010 award winning journalist Nick Wallis has pursued the Post Office Horizon scandal in which 738 people were 
prosecuted by the Post Office for criminal offences, between 2000 and 2015. This is the gripping story of that scandal.   

  

LEEDS AND YORKSHIRE 

 

40 MITCHELL (Peter) Epilogue : the demise of the Quarry Hill Flats [100 p.] N050582 LDQ/942.819 (MIT) 

 A collection of photographs by Peter Mitchell showing Quarry Hill Flats and their demise. 

   

41 NEEDS (Spencer) Poverty, passion and poetry : the life of Eliza Craven Green, seamstress, actor and poet 

  [xviii, 154 p.] N051139 LD/821 (CRA) 

 The life of Eliza Craven Green, an early Victorian poet, who was born in Leeds in 1803. 

   

42 SELLERS (David) A shining furrow : the life of Charles T Whitmell : astronomer and educationalist [182 p.] 

 TS000746 LDQ/520.92 (WHI) 

 
This biography is based on 217 volumes of notebooks and diaries that were donated to Leeds University Library by the 
sister of Charles Whitmell in 1919. 

   

43 WARD (Steve) The Victorian circuses of Leeds : a guided walk [109 p.] N045778 LD/791.3 (WAR) 

 
Founded in 1768 in London by Philip Astley, the circus had its golden age in the Victorian era and was an important 
part of the cultural heritage of Leeds. This book takes you on a guided tour of the circuses of Leeds. 

   

LITERARY HISTORY & CRITICISM 

  

44 COXON (Dan) and HIRST (Richard V.) Writing the uncanny : essays on crafting strange fiction [[6], 282 p.] 

 N045027 D/808 (COX) 

 
Some of the best contemporary writers explain what drew them to horror, ghost stories, folklore and beyond and shows 
how to write unsettling fiction which resonates. An essential guide for the reader and aspiring writer of strange tales.  

   

45 MORRIS (Jan) Allegorizings [[8], 207 p.] N050977 D/828 (MOR) 

 Published posthumously at her request, Jan Morris looks back over some of the key moments of her life.  

   

46 PATCHETT (Ann) These precious days [viii, 323 p.] N050981 D/813 PAT 

 A collection of essays exploring family, friendship, marriage, failure, success, and what it all means.  

   

47 STEWART (Michael) Walking the invisible : following in the Brontës footsteps [[10], 262 p.] N050587 

  D/823 (BRO) 

 
Michael Stewart has walked the historic paths from Liverpool to Scarborough, to follow in the footsteps of the Brontës. 
Included are a set of maps of the walks. 

   

48 TOMALIN (Claire) The young H.G. Wells : changing the world [x, 256 p.] N049282 D/823 (WEL) 

 
Claire Tomalin looks at the first forty years of the life of H.G. Wells in this empathetic biography. It takes us from his 
impoverished childhood, his determination to educate himself, to his serious ill health and his complicated marriages. 
His science fiction would inspire George Orwell and predict men walking on the moon. 
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MEDICINE 

 

49 BURTON (Robert) The anatomy of melancholy [xxxii, 547 p.] N049307 D/616.8 (BUR) 

 
Originally published in 1621, this book was one of the major documents of modern European civilization. It is a look at 
melancholy in all its forms and how we have tried to ease the pain it causes.  

   

50 SACKS (Oliver) The river of consciousness [xiv, 237 p.] N050635 D/612.8 (SAC) 

 
Oliver Sacks was not only interested in neuroscience and in this book he looks at the nature of human experience and 
of all life. 

   

MILITARY SCIENCE 

   

51 HASTINGS (Max) Soldiers : great stories of war and peace [x, 517 p.] N045026 D/355 (HAS) 

 
Max Hastings brings together almost 350 stories to vividly show what it is like to fight in wars, from Greek and Roman 
times through to the recent conflicts of Iraq and Afghanistan.  

   

MUSIC 

  

52 TOMES (Susan) The piano : a history in 100 pieces [x, 388 p.] N050543 D/786.2 (TOM) 

 
Celebrated pianist Susan Tomes charts the development of the piano from the late eighteenth century to the present 
day, taking the reader on a journey through 100 pieces of music.  

   

NATURAL SCIENCE 

 

53 DAWKINS (Richard) Books do furnish a life : reading and writing science [[10], 453 p.] N049298 

  D/501 (DAW) 

 
A celebration of science writing, both fiction and non-fiction. Each section is introduced by an exploratory  
conversation between Dawkins and one of his contemporaries, including Stephen Pinker and Matt Ridley. 

   

54 DONALD (Elsie Burch) Youniverse : a short guide to modern science [xiv, 226 p.] N045039 

  D/500 (DON) 

 A short guide to the basics of science and to the latest developments.  

   

   

NAVAL WARFARE 

 

55 TERRILL (Christopher) How to build an aircraft carrier : the incredible story of the men and women who  

 brought Britain’s biggest warship to life [xiv, 466 p.] N050545 D/359.32 (TER) 

 
HMS Queen Elizabeth is the biggest ship in the Royal Navy’s history and one of the most ambitious engineering 
projects ever undertaken in the UK. This is the story of the ship and her crew.  

   

PHILOSOPHY 

  

56 PINKER (Steven) Rationality : what it is : why it seems scarce : why it matters [xx, 412 p.] N049290 

  D/128.3 (PIN) 

 
As humanity reaches new heights of scientific understanding it also appears to be losing its mind. How can a species 
that discovered vaccines for Covid-19 in less than a year produce so much fake news, quack cures and conspiracy 
theorizing? In this book Steven Pinker rejects the cynical cliché that humans are simply an irrational species. 

   

PLANTS 

 

57 WOHLLEBEN (Peter) The heartbeat of trees : embracing our ancient bond with  D/582.16 (WOH) 

 forests and nature [[10], 258 p.] N045035 

 
Renowned forester Peter Wohlleben draws on new scientific discoveries to show how humans are deeply connected to 
the natural world.  
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POETRY AND DRAMA 

 

58 STONE (Hannah) Even more electrifying women : the can’t lockdown creativity edition [40 p.] N050527 

  D/821 (STO) 

 
A collection of poems produced in collaboration with the University of Leeds project, Electrifying women : understanding 
the long history of women in engineering. 

   

59 STONE (Hannah) Things fall apart : mischievous machines [28 p.] N050511 D/821 (STO) 

 An anthology of poems about the things that can go wrong with machines and technology. 

   

60 WILLIAMS (Rowan) Collected poems [249 p.] N050591 D/821 (ROW) 

 A collection of previously published poems, new poems and his translations from Welsh, German and Russian poetry. 

   

POLITICAL SCIENCE 

 

61 PAYNE (Sebastian) Broken heartlands : a journey through Labour’s lost England [[10], 422 p.] N050579 

  D/320.9 (PAY) 

 
The red wall formed the backbone of Labour’s vote in the Midlands and the North of England but in 2019 it turned 
Conservative. In this political road trip, award winning journalist, Sebastian Payne sets out to uncover the story behind 
the red wall and what turned these seats blue. 

   

PSYCHOLOGY 

 

62 DIMSDALE (Joel E.) Dark persuasion : a history of brainwashing from Pavlov to social media [xvi, 284 p.]  

 N045067 D/153.8 (DIM) 

 
This book traces the evolution of brainwashing from its beginnings in torture and religious conversion to the age of 
neuroscience and social media.  

   

63 PHILLIPS (Adam) On getting better [xviii, 158 p.] N050532 D/158.1 (PHI) 

 Adam Phillips explores how we might get better at talking about what it is to get better. 

   

64 SYED (Matthew) Black box thinking : marginal gains and the secrets of high performance [[8], 344 p.] N049270 

  D/158.1 (SYE) 

 
In this new approach to high performance, Matthew Syed tells the story of how success happens and how we need to 
be prepared to learn from our mistakes.  

   

SOCIAL HISTORY & SOCIOLOGY 

 

65 GREEN (John) The Anthropocene reviewed : essays on a human-centred planet D/306 (GRE) 

 [[10], 294 p.] N050627  

 A collection of essays reviewing different aspects of our human-centred planet. 

  

66 HOLDING (Michael) Why we kneel, how we rise [[8], 305 p.] N045063 D/306.4 (HOL) 

 A powerful, poignant and personal exploration of racism by former cricketer Michael Holding.  

  

67 LUCASSEN (Jan) The story of work : a new history of humankind [xviii, 524 p.] N049315 D/306.3 (LUC) 

 
The first truly global history of work which takes us from peasant farmers in the first agrarian societies to the precarious 
gig workers of today.  

  

68 MANZOOR (Sarfraz) They : what Muslims and non-Muslims get wrong about each other [[12], 436 p.] N050567 

  D/305.6 (MAN) 

 
Sarfraz Manzoor travels round Britain in search of the division between Muslims and non-Muslims in this mix of history, 
reportage and memoir.  
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69 WILLIAMS (Annabelle) Why women are poorer than men and what we can do about it [[8], 325 p.] N045060 

  D/305.42 (WIL) 

 Annabelle Williams, former financial journalist for The Times, shows how society conspires to limit women’s wealth. 

   

SPORT & GAMES 

 

70 BROWNLEE (Alistair) Relentless : secrets of the sporting elite [[8], 292 p.] N050594 D/796.1 (BRO) 

 
Alistair Brownlee has interviewed athletes from different sports as well as leading thinkers and scientists to determine 
what has enabled them to rise to the top of their sport.  

   

71 EVANS (Christopher) Don Revie : the biography [xvi, 368 p.] N050583 D/796.334 (REV) 

 A meticulously researched biography which sheds new light on one of the most controversial figures in football history.  

   

72 HENDERSON (Michael) That will be England : the last summer of cricket [[8], 296 p.] N045038 

  D/796.358 (HEN) 

 Michael Henderson revisits much-loved places to see how the game he grew up with has changed.  

  

73 THOMAS (Richard H.) Cricketing lives : a characterful history from pitch to pitch [437 p.] N050599 

  D/796.358 (THO) 

 
The story of cricket through those who have shaped it from the rustic contests of eighteenth century England to the 
Indian Premier League.  

  

TEXTILES 

 

74 MUSGROVE (David) and LEWIS (Michael) The story of the Bayeux Tapestry : unravelling the Norman Conquest 

 [352 p.] N050639 D/746.44 (MUS) 

 Illustrated throughout in colour with new photography, this is the definitive guide to the Bayeux Tapestry and its legacy.  

   

THEOLOGY 

 

75 ORME (Nicholas) Going to church in Medieval England [xii, 483 p.] N050559 D/254 (ORM) 

 
Leading Medieval historian, Nicholas Orme presents a beautifully illustrated and informative account of Parish churches 
and churchgoers in England, from the Anglo-Saxons to the mid-sixteenth century. 

   

76 WILLIAMS (Rowan) Looking east in winter : contemporary thought and the eastern Christian tradition 

 [[6], 266 p.] N050631  D/230 (WIL) 

 
From the former Archbishop of Canterbury comes an introduction to some aspects and personalities of the Orthodox 
Christian world.  

   

TOPOGRAPHY & LOCAL HISTORY 

 

77 SEABROOK (David) All the devils are here [[10], 179 p.] N050636 D/914.223 (SEA) 

 A collection of essays describing the declining resort towns of the Kent coast.  

   

TRAVEL & GEOGRAPHY 

 

78 BALE (Anthony) and SOBECKI (Sebastian) Medieval English travel : a critical anthology [xviii, 498 p.] N049261 

  D/910.4 (BAL) 

 
A comprehensive volume covering concise introductory essays by leading experts, an anthology of less well-known 
texts, grouped by destination, and a selection of supporting bibliographies organized by type of voyage. 
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BOOKLIST 202 

FICTION 
CRIME 

   

79 BANVILLE (John) April in Spain [355 p.] F027464 

 

Dublin pathologist Quirke experiences a double take when he glimpses what could be the familiar face of 
somebody from his past when on a Spanish holiday with his wife. At first he is dumbfounded, believing that his 
imagination is simply getting the better of him, but what if it really was her, the woman connected to crime and 
scandal that once nearly ruined an affluent Irish political dynasty? Unable to shake his troubled thoughts, Quirke 
contacts the Irish police force and soon Detective St John Strafford is sent to Spain to investigate Quirke’s claim. 
But Strafford is not the only interested party, and a grim hitman is soon on the hunt, setting the stage for a vicious 
showdown.  

   

80 HAMMER (Chris) Opal country [498 p.] F028335 

 

Finnigan’s Gap is a remote outback town forgotten by larger society, is on the brink of anarchy. The local 
constabulary struggles to keep order, but it is a losing battle as religious maniacs run rife and greed-consumed 
billionaires do whatever they desire. But most critically the opal mines, the only source of employment in the town, 
are beset by violent thieves and pillagers. When an opal miner is discovered dead, brutally crucified then 
abandoned in one of the lower mineshafts, the death raises a series of questions that lead homicide detective Ivan 
Lucic to Finnigan’s Gap, in an effort to rectify the situation and bring justice. Supported by the inexperienced 
investigator Nell Buchanan, the pair soon discover themselves the targets of conspiracy and betrayal, facing 
allegations and investigations by their superiors.  

   

81 JOHNSON (Denis) Angels [255 p.] F027437 

 

Angels is the story of two people who are natural born losers. Bill has always dreamed big of finally making it in his 
life of crime, Jamie has abandoned her husband and has gone on the run, taking her two children with her. 
Meeting each other on a Greyhound bus, they decide to team up and combine their efforts. This begins a tragic 
story as Bill and Jamie find themselves trapped in the seedy underbelly of America, travelling through bus stations, 
bars, prisons and psych wards they find they are trapped on a harrowing downward spiral of alcohol, abuse, crime 
and drugs, towards inevitable death and madness.  

   

82 KING (Stephen) Joyland [283 p.] F022856 

 

A New York Times bestseller from one of the greatest authors of the modern age, Stephen King’s Joyland sees 
student Devin Jones begin working at a small-town amusement park in rural North Carolina. But all is not as it 
seems, and Jones’s life will soon be changed forever as he becomes embroiled in mysteries surrounding a brutal 
historical murder and the destiny of a dying child.  

  

83 KING (Stephen) Later [264 p.] F028033 

 

All Jamie Conklin wants is a regular childhood, but born with unnatural abilities, life has other plans for Jamie. The 
unfortunate son of a suffering single mother who demands that Jamie keep his abilities secret, Jamie finds he has 
ways of looking beyond reality to see and hear what nobody else can. However, the costs of these powers are 
soon found to be higher than Jamie initially thought when a detective of the NYPD pulls him into an investigation of 
a killer who strikes from beyond the grave. 

  

84 MILNER (Henry) Murder at the Bailey [349 p.] F028347 

 

When an infamous loan shark is shot dead right in front of the doors of the Old Bailey in broad daylight, the 
apparent murderer is arrested at the scene of the crime and brought to the stand in a trial that has grabbed the 
attention of the public. Claiming innocence on behalf of his client, defence attorney Adrian Stanford is about to 
take on what will undoubtably be the hardest case of his whole career. But will he be capable of keep his client 
alive long enough in a hostile prison to make it to the trial, let alone get around the vehement prosecution of 
Detective Chief Superintendent ‘Iron-Rod’ Stokes, who is determined to get one last murder conviction before he 
retires. With the aid of his well-renowned defence QC, Patrick ‘The Edge’ Gorman, can they make their case to the 
harsh and belligerent judge known as ‘Mack the Knife’, who unbeknownst to the public is reeling under the strain 
of personal demons after finding evidence of his wife’s adultery. And above all why are rumours that London 
underworld number-one Big Jake Davenport has taken a sharp interest in the case cropping up everywhere? 
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85 RAGNAR (Jónasson) The girl who died [359 p.] F028337 

 

As the sudden shock of her father’s heart-breaking suicide slowly wears off, Una finds herself spending night after 
night drinking alone in seedy Reykjavik bars, stalked by horrible thoughts of one day doing the same thing.  
But after seeing an advert requesting a personal tutor for two girls who live in the isolated village of Skálar on the 
stormy north cost of Iceland, she perceives a chance to escape from the pressures of the city and find a new 
purpose to her life, in a place open to the country and away from her old stresses. However once she arrives, Una 
finds that things may not be as ideal as she hoped. The tiny village of ten distrusts her, the weather is always 
dreary, and she becomes convinced that the old attic bedroom where she lives is haunted after hearing faint, 
ghostly singing each night as she tries to sleep there. Una starts to think that she is losing her mind, but suddenly, 
right on the onset of midwinter, a young girl from the hamlet is found dead. Now only nine villagers remain, and 
Una finds herself watching her back. Could the murderer be among them?  

  

GENERAL 

  

86 COWLEY HELLER (Miranda) The Paper Palace [389 p.] F027445 

 

In a dawning August morning before any other inhabitants of ‘The Paper Palace’ summer camp have awoken, Elle 
Bishop heads out to swim in the inviting waters of the pond below the somewhat decrepit camp grounds where her 
family has spent their summers for decades. Passing the house, Elle is overcome by thoughts of the previous 
evening, diving under the chilly water she thinks about the passionate encounter she had the very night before, 
against the wall behind the house, even as her own husband talked with guests within those same walls. Thus 
begins a chain of events that unfold simultaneously over twenty-four hours and across fifty years, with a legacy of 
lies, love and a shocking childhood incident sending Elle straight towards a life-changing decision. For the next 
twenty-four hours Elle struggles in emotional turmoil as she is forced to decide between the life she leads with her 
husband Peter and the life she had imagined for herself with Jonas, her childhood lover before an unexpected 
event had drastically changed the unfolding of their lives.  

   

87 DAY (Elizabeth) Magpie [326 p.] F027461 

 

Marisa thinks she has found everything she wants in life, a happy home with her boyfriend Jake. Then comes the 
day Kate arrives to lodge with them. Marisa instantly takes a disliking to Kate, it’s like something about her is not 
right, but Marisa can’t put her finger on what it is. Is it how she always sits to close on the couch? The way she 
looks at Jake? Or maybe it’s the way she has taken an unsettling interest in the baby her and Jake are trying for? 
Or then again maybe everything is just in Marisa’s head? That’s what Jake tries to reassure her with anyway, and 
she trusts him. After all, he is her other half, isn’t he? But Marisa just can’t shake the feeling that something is very 
wrong. What will the women stopping in her home take from her? What lengths will she go to get what it is she 
wants? Marisa does not know why this had to happen to her. How far will she go to get her own answers… and 
what is she willing to lose to get them? 

   

88 DÖBLIN (Alfred) Berlin Alexanderplatz [458 p.] F028346 

 

After a run-in with the law and a spell in jail, Franz Biberkopf finds himself once again on the streets of Berlin. 
Despite resolving to go straight and get his life back in order, he soon finds that fate has chosen a different path for 
him. Humiliated, betrayed, and thrown from a moving car, Franz attempts to put his life back together piece by 
piece, only to find that one day, life strikes him a dreadful blow that may be the form of his inevitable downfall.  

   

89 DOYLE (Roddy) Life without children [177 p.] F027465 

 

Life under the stresses of lockdown changes us alone. With Life without Children, Booker Prize winner Roddy 
Doyle aspires to paint a vivid picture of the strange times we have found ourselves in. In ten emotional short 
stories written largely over the lockdown period of the last year, Doyle touches subjects of love, death, family, and 
children. A overworked nurse copes with having to let go of a beloved patient in isolation, a lone man from abroad 
wanders the festive streets of Newcastle, questioning his next move, and a son kept away from his cherished 
mother’s funeral struggles with the fog of regret. 
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90 GODDEN (Rumer) China Court : the hours of a country home [ 331 p.]  F026189 

 

The recent unexpected death of Tracy Quin’s beloved grandmother draws her back to her childhood home, a 
country house deep in the Cornish moors by the name of China Court. But after spending years away travelling 
with her actress mother, she finds herself out of the loop in recent events surrounding the property, events that 
threaten the future of China Court and maybe even her own life. Tracy begins a series of events to save the 
cherished old house, inhabited by generations of Quins. But in doing so figures from her own family’s history will 
be drawn into the limelight, rancorous spinster Eliza, faithless Jared and the outcast who rose to become the 
families matriarch: Ripzie 

   

91 GURNAH (Abdulrazak) After lives [275 p.] F026032 

 

Stolen away as an infant by troops of a colonial German army, Llyas grows up in a world alien to him, forced to 
fight a war against his own people. But after years away, Llyas eventually returns to his own people only to find his 
parents long gone and his only sister Afiya given away to strangers. Returning to his homeland at the same time 
as Llyas, Hamza is seeking to bury his past and find security, work… and the love of gorgeous Afiya. Unlike Llyas 
however Hamza was not stolen for war, he was sold into it and brought up by a prestigious officer who’s legacy 
and protection has marked him for life. Fate brings Llyas and Hamza together, but as they work towards a new 
future the dark shadow of another war on another continent begins to shroud the world, ready to once again call 
them up and take them away.  

  

92 HADLEY (Tessa) Free love [312 p.] F028338 

 

1967. While London comes alive with the new youth revolution, the suburban Fischer family seems to belong to an 
older world of conventional stability: pretty, dutiful homemaker Phyllis is married to Roger, a devoted father with a 
career in the Foreign Office. Their children are Colette, a bookish teenager, and Hugh, the golden boy. But when 
the twenty-something son of an old friend pays the Fischers a visit one hot summer evening, and kisses Phyllis in 
the dark garden after dinner, something in her catches fire. Newly awake to the world, Phyllis makes a choice that 
defies all expectations of her as a wife and a mother. 

   

93 HALL (Sarah) Burntcoat [212 p.] F028045 

 

Acclaimed sculptor Edith Harkness is alone. All the signs and symptoms are there: she knows that her life will be 
drawing to  a close very soon now. Closed away in her bedroom at her extensive Burntcoat studio, she makes her 
final plans. Below, her studio pulses with fading memories of hope and desire. Back when the first lockdown came 
she had brought Halit here, a man from a foreign culture, and a lover that she never got to know. 

   

94 KEEGAN (Claire) Small things like these [116 p.] F027431 

 

Small town Ireland, 1985. As the weeks wind down towards Christmas, Bill Furlong, his hometown’s premier coal 
& logging merchant, is facing his businesses’ busiest season. Just trying to make an honest living, Bill nonetheless 
senses past ghosts encroaching upon him – and will soon be facing the glares and silence of complicit people 
under control of a hostile branch of the Irish church. 

  

95 KINSELLA (Sophie) The party crasher [317 p.] F027470 

 

Effie never got over her parent’s sudden breakup a year ago. It doesn’t help that her estranged dad and his new 
girlfriend keep making cringeworthy posts all over social media. Then she learns that they are making plans to sell 
the family home she grew up in. Incensed, she decides to ignore the late invitation to attend a ‘house-cooling’ 
party until she remembers something that drastically changes her mind, her Russian dolls, beloved childhood 
artefacts that are hidden away up a chimney. Unable to just leave them there, she resolves to go get them. 
Refusing to attend as a guest she decides instead to stealthily creep in, collect the dolls, and leave before anyone 
notices her. It doesn’t quite go to plan, as she can’t find them and finds herself clambering through lofts, hiding 
under rickety tables and chairs and dodging in-laws and ex. It is out of this misadventure that she uncovers 
previously unknown revelations about her family, but most importantly herself. With time and hiding places 
evaporating, Effie begins to think that the only real way to uncover what has been happening with her family is to 
crash the party.  
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96 KNAUSGAARD (Karl Ove) The morning star [666 p.] F027472 

 

On a long August night in southern Norway, things are not all as they may seem. Jostein, a journalist, has gone 
out drinking for the night, meanwhile his wife,  Turid a nurse is performing her psych ward nightshift when a 
dangerous psychiatric patient escapes. Arne and Tove have elected to stay at their summer house with their 
children, meanwhile a priest by the name of Kathrine is on a flight back home after attending a Bible seminar, 
unable to shake questions about her marriage. Unexpectedly, a great star begins to shine in the sky above them 
all, bringing on an uncomfortable sense of dread and foreboding. Bizarre occurrences take place as the lives of 
nine separate individuals are brought together under the star. Joestein receives a disturbing call regarding a death 
metal band murdered in an apparently satanic ritual, Arne has trouble travelling home as thousands upon 
thousands of crabs litter the roads, and Kathrine questions the death of a man she met at the airport – a man she 
performed the funeral for.  

  

97 Makumbi (Jennifer Nansubuga) The first woman [437 p.] F026080 

 

Kirabo hopes to begin a new life upon entering her teens, but old questions continue to gnaw at her. Questions 
that she finds all the adults in her life eager to ignore. Who is the mother she has never known? Where is she? 
Why did she leave her daughter behind? Bright and headstrong, Kirabo elects to set out on her own and find the 
truth. Her personal quest will take her far away, away from the protection of her wealthy Ugandan family and 
dropping her into a strange and dangerous world of magic, stern tradition, and eerie legends surrounding a figure 
known as ‘The First Woman’.  

   

98 MAYNARD (Joyce) Where love goes [338 p.] F027459 

 

Claire is pushing forty, divorced and raising two teenagers in a small town where just about everybody else is 
married. Claire longs for companionship, romance, and passion. She’s tried blind dates, and has answered the 
personal ads. She’s still looking. When Claire meets Tom – also divorced and trying to raise his own daughter – 
she believes she’s found the perfect partner. But when Claire and Tom try to bring their two families together, they 
run into a never-ending array of domestic problems.  

   

99 MOORE (Alison) The retreat [160 p.] F027410 

 

Since childhood, Sandra Peters has been fascinated by the small, private island of Lieloh, home to the reclusive 
film star Valerie Swanson. Having dreamed of going to art college, but being unable to, Sandra stills holds artistic 
ambitions. When she sees an advert for a two-week artists’ retreat in Lieloh, Sandra sets out on what might be a 
life-changing journey.  

  

100 MORRALL (Clare) When the floods came [345 p.] F026193 

 

After a deadly virus has decimated the population of Birmingham, twenty-two-year-old Roza Polanski finds herself 
in a world where she has never encountered somebody of equivalent age. Living with her isolated family in a semi-
abandoned tower block on the outskirts of a city being slowly reclaimed by nature, life should be good for Roza, 
who has access to plentiful food, internet friends, and knows how to avoid the annual floods. Not only that, she is 
about to meet her fiancé for the first time, who after meeting online, will soon be coming to visit her. But then a 
wrench is thrown into the gears of Roza’s life when a dashing stranger appears out of thin air. A stranger who puts 
into question everything Roza thought about the world. But can he be trusted? 

   

101 MOSS (Sarah) The fell [182 p.] F027432 

 

It’s a dusky November evening in the waning days of 2020, a woman sneaks out of her garden and begins a trek 
up a local hill. The woman is Kate and she is in the middle of a local two-week quarantine period when she 
decides that she just can’t put up with things anymore. Everything from the clammy closeness of her house to the 
lonely confinement of not been able to see loved ones has been getting to her, and she finally decides to get away 
from things and go on a pleasant moorland walk, nobody will ever know. However things do not go as planned for 
Kate when her neighbour Alice spies her leaving and her curious son Matt investigates, realising she is gone. 
Meanwhile Kate, planning only a short walk and had left without any supplies or gear, trips and injures herself 
critically, turning a benign country walk into a mountain rescue operation.  

  

  

  

  

  

  

https://catalog.loc.gov/vwebv/search?searchArg=Makumbi,%20Jennifer%20Nansubuga,&searchCode=NAME%2B&searchType=1&recCount=25
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102 NATSUKAWA (Sosuke) The cat who saved books [220 p.] F027426 

 

Located on the edge of a small Japanese town, Natsuki Books was founded as a small second-hand bookshop by 
Rintaro Natsuki’s grandfather. Inside, all kinds of mesmerising books are stacked from wall to wall. Rintaro loved 
this space created by his grandfather with all his heart, and being a bit of a recluse he always felt at home in a 
calming space among the books. Some time, after his grandfather sadly passed away, Rintaro finds himself 
depressed and alone. Unable to pay the bills, it seems certain that he will be forced to close the shop that means 
so much to him. But then, out of the blue a talking tabby cat named Tiger appears to Rintaro and asks for his help. 
Tiger has been looking for a true book lover to join him on a mission and convinces Rintaro into going on three 
enchanting adventures with him to rescue books from unpleasant people who have mistreated and betrayed them. 
But the final rescue is one that Rintaro must do alone. 

  

103 PICOULT (Jodi) Wish you were here [321 p.] F028043 

 

So far, Diana O’Toole is proud to say that her life has being going perfectly as planned. At the still young age of 
twenty-nine, she finds herself nominated for a promotion into her dream job as an art specialist, but not only that – 
she will soon depart for a holiday to the Galápagos islands where she has convinced herself that her boyfriend, the 
surgeon Finn, will propose. However Diana’s heart is broken when the virus hits New York and Finn confesses 
that the hospital needs him and he must stay within the city. However he insists that Diana should still go and 
enjoy herself in the Galápagos, she unwillingly agrees. But once she arrives, the world shuts down and leaves 
Diana stranded, albeit stranded somewhere beautiful. But facing isolation and receiving scant news from the larger 
world, Diana begins to analyse her life and decisions, wondering if everything is really as perfect as it seems.   

   

104 SARTRE (Jean-Paul) The reprieve [377 p.] F027101 

 

It is September 1938 and during a heatwave Europe tensely awaits the outcome of the Munich conference, where 
they will learn if there is to be a war. In Paris people are waiting too, among them Mathieu, Jacques and Philippe, 
each wrestling with their own love affairs, doubts and angsts – and none of them ready to fight. The second 
volume in Sartre’s wartime Roads to Freedom trilogy, The reprieve cuts between locations and characters to build 
an impressionistic collage of the hopes, fears and self-deception of an entire continent as it blinkers itself against 
the imminent threat of war. 

  

105 SHAFAK (Elif) The forty rules of love [350 p.] F027435 

 

Despite having everything that should make her happy, Ella Rubinstein finds herself encountering an emptiness in 
her life – she no longer feels love. But she has a husband, three children and a amiable home, so why does she 
feel such a blankness in her life? Then one day she finds herself reading an article about the thirteenth-century 
Sufi poet Rumi and his ‘Shams of Tabriz’, his forty rules of life and love. Experiencing a revelation, she makes the 
tough decision to go against the wishes of her family and go on a long journey to find what happened to the 
perplexing Rumi and his works. In an adventure filled with Sufi verse and mysticism, Ella travels into a strange 
world of love and faith, where she hopes the hole in her heart will finally be filled.  

  

106 VICKERS (Salley) The gardener [296 p.] F027467 

 

On the discovery of a run-down Jacobean house in the region of Hope Wenlock on the Welsh Marches, the artist 
Hassie Days and her sister Margot elect to buy the property and enjoy the countryside. But Margot finds herself 
unable to detach from her London-based life in the high finance market, leaving Hassie to work alone on the long-
neglected property. Soon the sharp tonged local, Miss Foot, takes notice of Hassie and recommends that an 
Albanian migrant by the name of Murat give Hassie a hand with her garden. Working in Murat’s quiet company, 
Hassie begins to consider her life up to this point. Specifically, a sibling rivalry that damaged her childhood and a 
lost love affair that left her betrayed with difficult questions. But exploring the mysteries of her new home and the 
alluring nearby woodland, Hassie’s old problems begin to fade away as she discovers the healing powers of peace 
and nature.  

  

107 WELCH (Denton) In youth is pleasure [170 p.] F027434 

 

Orvil Pym is a peculiar and emotional fifteen-year-old loner. Finding that he just can’t seem to fit in with his 
classmates, he desires to spend his summers alone away from others his age at an elegant hotel in Surrey. 
Seeking to get away from his estranged family in the form of his father and two brothers, he withdraws into his own 
little world where he goes on boyish adventures in the local countryside, collects antiques, investigates ancient 
churches and spies on a strange man who always seems to be rowing his boat in the river. Originally published in 
1945, In youth is pleasure is a heart-warming tale of coming-of-age.  
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108 YANAGIHARA (Hanya) To paradise [708 p.] F028336 

 

It’s 1893 in an alternate America, and the city of New York is part of the Free States, a country that (apparently) 
allows people to live as they please and love who they desire. A young heir of a wealthy family goes against the 
wishes of his parents and their planned betrothal by becoming enraptured with an alluring music teacher of low 
birth and little status. In the 1993 of the same world, a youthful Hawaiian man is living in a Manhattan under the 
siege of an AIDS epidemic. Living with an older and substantially more affluent partner he attempts to hide 
knowledge of his mysterious father and the troubled history he is running away from. In 2093, the world is suffering 
under the boot of totalitarian rule and deadly plagues ravage the population. In this time the granddaughter of an 
influential scientist seeks to move through life with his legacy looming over her and solve the mystery of her 
husband’s disappearance. These divergent time periods are joined together by recurring themes and motifs; 
illness, wealth, race, family, shame, nationality, the danger of the self-righteous, but above all the desire for an 
earthy paradise that cannot exist in our world.   

   

109 ZWEIG (Stefan) Journey into the past [124 p.] F026027 

 

Recently discovered, Zweig’s lost final novella explores the fragility of love and the angsts of nostalgic memory. At 
last reunited with the woman he had so dearly loved after the long years of the First World War, Ludwig returns 
home to be married to the woman who promised to wait for him. But previously divided by class and wealth, 
changed by the horrors of war, and confronted by an uncertain future, the couple must discover if their love can 
survive betrayal, hardship and the attrition of time.  

  

HISTORICAL 

 

110 CAREY (Edward) Little [464 p.] F028962 

 

In Alsace, 1761 a short and unsightly baby is born. Nicknamed ‘Little’, the unfortunate Marie Grosholtz finds 
herself orphaned at the tender age of six. Eventually she is brought under the care of a hermitic anatomist named 
Dr Curitus, with whom she forms an unlikely bond in the pursuit of a collective passion: wax-modelling. Forced out 
of their city due to rising tensions, they head for the perceived sanctuary of Paris where they open up an exhibition 
hall to display their waxwork creations. Despite the approaching revolution, a curious populace begins to visit their 
exhibition hall, where the waxwork heads of French royalty are on open display for them to scrutinise. In a life that 
goes from the dangerous gutter of France in its pre-revolutionary days, to the extravagance of the palace of 
Versailles, Marie finds herself soon feeling something that could be called love, but will all be as well as she 
hopes?  

   

111 DOERR (Anthony) Cloud cuckoo land [626 p.] F027455 

 

Drawing together a diverse cast of characters from late medieval history to the distant future, Cloud cuckoo land 
seeks to answer questions of apocalypse and survival. Constantinople, 1453: In the violent closing days of a dying 
empire, a cursed boy and orphaned seamstress from opposite sides of the walls will risk all they hold dear to save 
those they love. Idaho, 2020: An idealistic but poverty-stricken young boy plots revenge on a doomed world on the 
verge of collapse, but he begins to hesitate when a compassionate old man puts himself in the way of his plot.  
Somewhere, sometime in the future: Konstance has unwittingly found herself the final hope for humanity, with her 
small society facing grave danger she seeks out ancient tales which she hopes will point the way back into the 
light. Anthony Doerr’s novel, much like its predecessor All the light we cannot see, is a deep and philosophical 
story of hope, despair, human connection and resilience in the face of annihilation.  

 

112 ERSKINE (Barbara) The dream weavers [499 p.] F027454 

 

Mercia, 788 A.D. King Offa, distinguished ruler of the Anglo-Saxon kingdom of Mercia administers his realm with 
ironclad ambition. His youngest daughter, Princess Eadburh, has been designated for an arranged marriage. 
However her impulsive nature sees her falling for a charming Welsh prince, but on discovery of their relationship 
he is wickedly taken away from her. Eadburh soon inherits the cutthroat practices of her father, but the practices 
passed on from her mother soon prove to be much more threatening. Eadburh knows the path she sets out for 
herself could cause a resurgence of conflict and war, but she is nonetheless resolute in her dream to find her own 
place in the world. 
Offa’s Dyke, 2021 A.D. Bea Dalloway is on her way to help a man called Simon Armstrong at last find some form 
of peace in his life. Travelling to Simon’s small cottage tucked away in the murky Welsh hinterland of Offa’s Dyke, 
she finds he has been disturbed by strange noises and disturbing visions, visions that soon begin to haunt her own 
dreams. Are ghosts of the past, thought long dead, whispering to them? Can an ancient truth be told and a wrong 
righted at last? As what is reality and what is a dream begin to merge into one, Bea and Simon find their strength 
to resist the will of the past waning, and their desire for revenge strengthening. 
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113 HARGREAVE (Kiran Millwood) The mercies [342 p.] F027452 

 

It’s 1617. The usually benign seas around the isolated Norwegian island of Vardø are churned by a sudden brutal 
storm surge. Maren watches in horror as the island’s men, all out fishing, are overcome by the storm and drown in 
a watery grave. Vardø has now become a place of women. A year and a half later Absalom Cornet finds himself 
tasked by the Norwegian throne to bring Vardø and its rebellious population to heel. Travelling to the island with 
his young wife Ursa, he finds it a place of corruption and evil that he vows to root out at any cost. However Ursa, 
making a new home for herself on the island, finds in Maren and her kinfolk something she has never encountered 
before: independent woman. 

   

114 MAS (Victoria) The mad woman’s ball [211 p.] F027448 

 

In the year 1885 the city of Paris is enthralled by the displays of hypnosis performed on what the public would call 
hysterical or outcasted women by Doctor Charcot, an advocate of rehabilitation through the burgeoning art of 
hypnotism. But in truth, things are much more complicated, as the majority of the woman Charcot performs his act 
on are simply those who are inconvenient, unwanted, or simply too strong willed for such a socially conservative 
society. Once a year a grand ball is held at the Salpêtrière asylum where the woman awaiting Charcot’s attentions 
are found, known as ‘The Mad Woman’s Ball’ by the Parisian elite, it is a highlight of the city’s social season, but 
for the woman who unwittingly find themselves part of the event it is something more, an uncommon moment of 
hope. The senior nurse of the hospital, Geneviève, has turned her back on religion, choosing to instead place her 
faith in the unproven art of Dr Charcot’s new science. However, everything changes when she meets Eugénie, the 
19 year-old daughter of an esteemed bourgeois family. Eugénie has a well-kept secret, and she is in desperate 
need of Geneviève’s help. It looks like fate has decided the two will collide on the looming night of the Mad 
Woman’s Ball.  

   

115 MORRISON (Arthur) Cunning Murrell [310 p.]  F028009 

 

Set in sleepy Essex villages that dot the Thames Estuary, the novel explores themes of smuggling and village life 
against the backdrop of the Napoleonic Wars. A mysterious figure by the name of ‘the white wizard’ takes a hold of 
the lives of the villages, turning their small communities into dens of smuggling and illicit activity. At its core, the 
book seeks to explore the folklore of the region and the fanciful methods of smuggling employed by the ‘Essex 
Wizards’, and is based on meticulous research conducted by the author. 

   

116 ROTH (Joseph) The emperor’s tomb [185 p.] F027436 

 

A companion piece to Roth’s masterpiece The Radetzky March, this visceral and prescient novel has been 
translated into English for the first time by Michael Hofmann, editor of Roth’s autobiographical Joseph Roth: A life 
in letters. Roth’s The emperor’s tomb is an eerie and nostalgic lament to the lost world of the Austro-Hungarian 
Empire. It follows the endeavours of a solitary man as he attempts to move on in life and come to terms with the 
harsh nature of post-First World War Vienna. A city that is facing the oncoming rumblings of Nazi occupation and 
cruelty. 

  

117 WALTERS (Minette) The swift and the harrier [495 p.] F027471 

 

Dorset, 1642. As a ferocious civil war rages across England, towns, communities and even families are finding 
themselves torn apart by allegiance to the Crown or allegiance to the Parliament. In spite of this, a scarce few 
elect to stay neutral. One of these is Dorset physician Jayne Swift, who despite her family’s dedication to the 
Royalist cause attempts to distance herself from the conflict and offer her medical services to both sides. It is 
through this devotion to treat the sick and wounded of the war regardless of their allegiance she becomes a 
reluctant witness to the horror and destruction that warfare causes. It is in her intermittent companion William 
Harrier she finds a man she knows in her heart she should detest. Harrier seems to be using the ongoing civil war 
merely as a means to an end, but Jayne is ignorant about other aspects of his mysterious life which could offer 
reasons for his choices.  

  

118 YANAGIHARA (Hanya) The people in the trees [368 p.] F028348 

 

In 1950, young doctor Norton Perina, heads out on an expedition to a remote Micronesian island in search of a lost 
tribe. Whilst there, he encounters a group who appear to have attained a form of immortality. Once Perina 
uncovers their secret and returns to America he soon finds great success. But his discovery has come at a terrible 
price, not only for the islanders but also for himself.  
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HISTORICAL CRIME 

   

119 TREMAIN (Rose) Lily [275 p.] F027441 

 

At the gates of a London park on a cold winter night in late 1850, young police constable Sam Trench discovers an 
abandoned infant and concerned for her wellbeing, takes her to the nearest hospital. Lily Mortimer, the infant Sam 
discovered that fateful night, is soon adopted by a caring family of farmers who reside in rural Suffolk and is given 
a glimpse of a carefree life. But on Lily’s return to the hospital, she finds herself harshly punished for her rebellious 
spirit. Eventually released into the overbearing society of Victorian-era London, Lily manages to make a living for 
herself as an employee of Belle Prettywood’s Wig Emporium but Lily has been hiding a shocking secret. As the 
years pass, Sam keeps an eye on the young woman he rescued that night, yet on meeting her again Lily finds 
herself instantly attracted to him, convinced that he must hold the key to happiness – but could it be that Sam will 
be the discoverer of the crime that taints Lily’s history, and therefore forced to be the one to sentence her to 
execution? 

  

120 YAKOVLEVA (Yulia) Punishment of a hunter [398 p.] F027473 

 

It’s a dark time for the people of Russia in the 1930’s. The oppressive fist of Soviet dictator Stalin is clamping down 
on Leningrad, and a mood of dread and apprehension looms over the city. It is in this atmosphere of uneasiness 
that Detective Vasily Zaitsev is assigned to investigate a series of strange and apparently motiveless murders. It is 
as these bizarre killings continue that precious paintings also begin to go missing from the city’s Hermitage 
collection. Zaitsev cannot shake the feeling that these crimes are connected, but going about his investigation he 
meets distraction and hindrance at nearly every turn, and the feared Soviet secret police begin to put pressure on 
him, even suspecting him of committing the murders. Zaitsev finds himself facing both a dangerous political 
situation and continuing escalation of murder running rampant through the city, and only he can put a stop to it.  

  

ROMANCE 

 

121 LLEWELLYN (Richard) Bride of Israel, my love [288 p.]  F028010 

 

After finding a well of inspiration from a lengthy journey to Israel, author Richard Llewellyn has passionately sunk 
himself into the history, language, politics and culture of the country. But always a realist, Llewellyn has managed 
to secure Israel’s senses of idealism and danger, garden and desert, culture and nationalism and bring them 
together into one fascinating novel. Upon returning to Israel after the diaspora, the hero and his mother and father 
believe they have finally found a place they can call home. The Israelis have need of the developed engineering 
skills of the hero who soon finds himself involved with the clearing of the desert and establishment of a modern 
factory, which regardless of protests and terrorist attacks becomes successful, providing many jobs to the local 
population. But despite prosperity he cannot overcome personal doubts, and with the failure of a love affair he 
thought pure, he finds himself wounded and alone. Now he must find his true love, someone who could be his 
bride of Israel. 

  

121 WEBB (Mary) The golden arrow [288 p.] F027430 

 

As the twentieth century begins, Deborah Arden is living a peaceful country life with her family in the moors of 
Shropshire. Her close-knit family is composed of her father John, a simple man who cares for the land, his animals 
and his family with great affection, her mother Patty, a busy midwife who sees to the woman of the local district, 
and younger brother Joe who is happy to work in the fields of their home. Their life is simple but comfortable, they 
care little for the outside world and their concerns are those of the land. Deborah is a bright and animated young 
woman who enjoys gossiping and guessing about love with her best friend Lily Huntbach, who often visits from the 
nearby village of Bitterly. She cherishes her time caring for the animals with her father and helping her mother 
perform tasks at home. But soon a disruption to the family’s peaceful routine arrives, a young miner has taken up 
the mantle of preacher at their local church. All the family goes to attend the first Sunday sermon of Stephen 
Southernwood at their local chapel, and they and many other villages are quietly awed by Stephen’s eloquent 
words. But for Deborah, it’s like a threshold has been crossed. She feels all her naïve questions and childhood 
fantasies about love are answered and that she has taken her first steps on a journey of compassion and 
euphoria. But unbeknownst to young Deborah it will also be a journey of pain and discovery that will affect the 
whole Arden family, becoming a wild journey where both love and life are at stake.  
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SCI-FI / FANTASY 

 

122 EGGERS (Dave) The Every [577 p.] F027414 

 

As the worlds most extensive social media company and search engine merges together with the most 
domineering e-commerce site on the globe, it creates what is strangely enough the most beloved monopolistic 
dystopia ever known: The Every. An improbable new emplouee, tech cynic and forest ranger Delaney Wells 
manages to beguile herself into a new job with the company. Her entry-level job may be simple but her intentions 
are advanced: take down the company from the inside and free humanity from corporate surveillance and internet-
driven infantilisation. Finding an unlikely compatriot in the ambitious Wes Makazin, she plots the downfall of the 
company with unwavering determination. But does humanity really want to be free? And is there anybody else that 
truly wants the world to go back to the way things were before The Every?  

   

123 HOBB (Robin) Shaman’s crossing [632 p.] F028005 

 

By embracing a career in the army, Nevare Burvelle is planning to follow the path of his father. He will do his part 
in glorious campaigns and be awarded with a favourable marriage and bright future. For years the borders of 
Gernia have been pushed outward and now their domain expands as far as the Barrier mountains, beyond which 
exist the mysterious Specks, a people who are fabled to preserve the dying embers of ancient magic in a 
progressive and rapidly changing world. Alien and enigmatic, it is rumoured that they have bewitched the frontier 
with a sexually spread plague which has crippled whole regiments. These rumours are ever-present as Nevare 
goes through his initial military training at the Academy, where he is a constant witness of abuse and 
discrimination. His world view will be further challenged by Epiny, his outlandish cousin. But the true challenge to 
his views will come on Dark Evening, whereas carnival festivities come to Old Thares they bring alongside the first 
Specks Nevare has ever laid his eyes on. 

   

THRILLERS 

   

124 FOLLETT (Ken) Never [816 p.] F027456 

 

A shrinking oasis in the Sahara Desert, a stolen US army drone and a secret hoard of deadly chemicals. Each of 
these holds the potential to threaten the world and now three people must work briskly to stop the worst from 
happening. This unconventional company is formed by an undercover spy working in the midst of violent jihadists, 
a sequestered US president facing a popular rival in an upcoming election, and a mysterious Chinese spymaster. 
But when the powers that be refuse to cease their tense game of brinksmanship, a chain of international tension 
threatens to break and propel the world into a new age of war. Can what appears to be the inevitable be stopped 
before it is too late? 

  

125 FRANKLAND (Richard V) In treacherous waters [343 p.] F027447 

 

The sudden death of David Patterson, esteemed British SIS agent, while operating as an undercover agent in the 
illegal Angolan arms trade raises disturbing questions around the stepfather of his widowed wife, Anna-Maria. 
When Anna-Maria is made aware of the mistrust and uncertainty surrounding her stepfather, Jan Vermeulen, she 
agrees to snoop on him and eventually manages to reveal that he is a major player in the illegal operations that 
took the life of her husband. But when her efforts are discovered by Vermeulen she is taken hostage and 
imprisoned, believing that he intends to kill her rather than let her go. Faced with the treachery of a threatening 
rogue agent from within the SIS itself, can Ian Vaughn rescue Anna-Maria and win the day even if the organisation 
he works for is being twisted against him? 
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NAME…………………………………………………………………..           No……………..……………… 

Booklist 202 – Checklist 
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1 ☐ 42 ☐ 83 ☐ 124 ☐     

2 ☐ 43 ☐ 84 ☐ 125 ☐     

3 ☐ 44 ☐ 85 ☐       

4 ☐ 45 ☐ 86 ☐       

5 ☐ 46 ☐ 87 ☐       

6 ☐ 47 ☐ 88 ☐       

7 ☐ 48 ☐ 89 ☐       

8 ☐ 49 ☐ 90 ☐       

9 ☐ 50 ☐ 91 ☐       

10 ☐ 51 ☐ 92 ☐       

11 ☐ 52 ☐ 93 ☐       
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13 ☐ 54 ☐ 95 ☐       
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